Consumers Deserve a Right to Repair Their Electronics-Enabled Devices

The importance of consumers having an effective right to repair their electronics-enabled equipment is illustrated with the following 2017 story from Motherboard:1

Nebraska farmer Kyle Schwarting, who also repairs tractors and other farm equipment and resells it to other farmers, has become a “hacker by necessity.” Because he needs diagnostic software to fix computer-enabled farming equipment—and because companies like John Deere have limited the access to and use of this software—he downloaded it from a Torrent site. Mr. Schwarting told Motherboard, “You have a real small window to get [a harvest] done in the year, and the tractor broke down. I had to find the software to be able to repair my tractor and make my customer happy and make a living.”2 With authorized repairers charging thousands of dollars for even minor fixes, Mr. Schwarting had little choice but to take matters into his own hands to make simple repairs and undertake regular maintenance.

Mr. Schwarting isn’t alone. Consumers, farmers, and others who have fixed their own cars, machinery, or appliances, or worked with a neighborhood repair shop or mechanic, know well how important it is to maintain meaningful ownership over the products that they buy, including the right to safely repair, tinker with, or resell them. Recent developments in technology have compromised consumers’ ability to exercise their full ownership rights. Now, electronic products—from smartphones and televisions to farm equipment and medical devices—are increasingly outfitted with computer software, and it has become more and more difficult for consumers to fix their own product, or even to choose where to have it fixed. Too often, manufacturers restrict access to the information and tools necessary for repair, so that only their authorized servicers get access, limiting options for repair.3

That’s why Consumer Reports4 supports the Right to Repair—in other words, expanding access to the information and tools necessary for repair, on the same terms as it is offered to authorized repairers. Ensuring that consumers and independent repairers have this access will not only preserve ownership rights, but it will expand consumer choice in the marketplace, save consumers money, and reduce waste as well. In recognition of the decline in repair choices, momentum for the Right to Repair is growing in the states. Right to Repair bills have been under consideration in 20 states, and in Congress.

4 Consumer Reports is an independent, nonprofit membership organization that works side by side with consumers to create a fairer, safer, and healthier world. For over 80 years, CR has provided evidence-based product testing and ratings, rigorous research, hard-hitting investigative journalism, public education, and steadfast policy action on behalf of consumers’ interests, including their interest in securing the right to repair.
Consumers saw some early progress in 2012, when Massachusetts voters approved a ballot initiative to guarantee the Right to Repair for automobiles. After Right to Repair legislation went into effect there, auto manufacturer associations agreed to extend these protections nationwide. Now, state legislators have the opportunity to extend similar consumer protections to other products, such as cell phones, televisions, and computers. And with legislation introduced in Congress, and interest at the Federal Trade Commission, there’s also the prospect for action with a national reach.

Enacting Right to Repair legislation will expand repair choices for consumers, help them save money, and reduce waste. When manufacturers effectively have a monopoly on repair, with no competition, they can charge a consumer whatever they like for servicing. In some cases, manufacturers have made simple repairs so expensive that consumers are incentivized to just throw away the device and buy a new one. Consumers would likely save a lot of money with a competitive market for repair, as they would be better able to make more affordable repairs to their existing devices. This would also reduce waste—a significant concern, as currently consumers throw away over six million tons of electronic waste each year. Furthermore, this increase in consumer choice would also mean increased opportunities for small businesses—the independent servicers—to get more business. During the battle for Motor Vehicle Right to Repair, a survey of 1,000 auto repair shops demonstrated that they were losing more than $5.8 billion each year in service they could have provided consumers, simply due to lack of access to repair information.

This legislation is needed because manufacturers have actively worked to limit consumer choice in the aftermarket. For example, the revelation in late 2017 that Apple pushed out a software update in 2016 to slow down certain iPhone models to compensate for aging batteries, without adequately notifying consumers, helped further highlight the importance of having multiple, affordable repair options, and helped spur Right to Repair activity in the states. Had iPhones been made with replaceable batteries, consumers could have easily restored their phones to full functionality by simply replacing the batteries. And if independent repair servicers had been better empowered to fix Apple devices, consumers might have had more options for
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replacing the batteries. Apple has also discouraged independent repair by pushing out iOS updates that “brick” smartphones with third-party replacement screens. In early 2016, the Guardian reported that a number of iPhone 6 users who had used a third-party repairer to fix a cracked screen ended up with bricked phones after the iOS9 update. According to iFixit, the update checked for original components. If the home button or cable had been changed, the phone shut down. Ultimately, Apple apologized and rolled out updates to restart the bricked phones in February 2016. Apple also restricts repair information and replacement parts to authorized repairers, and uses proprietary screws, further challenging third-party repair.

(Apple announced in November 2021 that it would begin to make some parts and tools available to consumers for repairs, beginning with newer models of iPhones. While an encouraging step, there continue to be restrictions and limitations, so this remains far short of a full right to repair.)

Apple is far from alone in discouraging third-party repair. In October 2018, US PIRG surveyed fifty manufacturers, and found that 90% of them indicated in their warranty information that independent repair would void the warranty, statements that potentially violate the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act (MMWA). Under the MMWA, a warranty cannot be voided by independent repair, except as to effects directly caused by the repair. In some cases, this behavior has attracted the attention of the federal authorities. In April 2018, the Federal Trade Commission had warned six electronics manufacturers against misleading consumers that they must use only manufacturer-authorized parts and services to maintain their warranty, noting that these practices could violate the MMWA, and could be considered deceptive in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act.

Manufacturers and their representatives have also worked to defeat Right to Repair in the state legislatures, often by using spurious arguments about safety and security. In fact, these
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bills could actually improve the safety of products. Withholding information and tools for repair can make third-party repair less reliable and safe. Right to Repair legislation would ensure that independent repair technicians—who would have to meet whatever certification requirements are set by state law, just like authorized repair technicians—have access to proper instructions that are vetted for safety.

Manufacturers have claimed that consumers cannot trust independent servicers, because they are not affiliated with a recognizable brand. Again, these claims are spurious. There is no evidence that independent repairers are any less trustworthy than authorized repairs. And review sites and independent rating organizations can help consumers choose reliable servicers. Studies show that consumers are happy with third-party repair. A 2014 Consumer Reports survey found that consumers who use independent servicers consistently report higher satisfaction rates.\(^{21}\) Above all, consumers should be given the opportunity to select the repairer of their choice.

Similarly, in contrast to manufacturers’ claims, it is actually their failure to release repair information that could compromise the cyber-security of connected devices. First, releasing information about a device’s design and function does not make it less secure or more susceptible to attack. In addition, a major threat to cybersecurity is failure to update software and fix security patches, which became evident in the Mirai botnet attack of 2016, in which attackers were able to easily take over unsecured connected devices, ultimately taking down major websites such as Twitter and Netflix.\(^{22}\) It’s particularly important that users are able to keep their software patched and updated for the full lifespan of the device. Having a robust market of third-party repairers to help do so would better enable consumers to keep their devices updated and secure.

Finally, withholding repair information and inhibiting legitimate third-party repair is, realistically, neither necessary nor effective for preventing the creation of knock-off or copycat devices—those interested in doing so could still take the device apart to figure out how it works.\(^{23}\) While manufacturers may be well within their rights to copyright their repair manual, they shouldn’t be able to prevent others from obtaining it on reasonable terms. In addition, the U.S. Copyright office in 2018 exempted breaking digital locks, for the purpose of repair of smartphones and software-enabled appliances, from the restrictions in the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, further demonstrating that independent repair rightly occupies a protected position with respect to copyright law restrictions.\(^{24}\)

To help improve consumer choice in the aftermarket, to help consumers save money, and to help reduce waste, we urge lawmakers to take up Right to Repair legislation. Consumers are the rightful owners of the products they buy, and should be able to make informed choices about where and how those products are fixed. Right to Repair legislation is necessary to ensure that consumers have genuine choice and ownership over their devices. Attached is our template legislation that would secure this Right to Repair for consumers.